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Museums present many reasons for charging licensing fees for scholarly publication. In a pre-electronic
age, servicing orders for photography was labor-intensive and time-consuming. Color transparencies were
expensive to duplicate. Damaged or lost transparencies necessitated new photography. Descriptive information and credit lines had to be veried in multiple manual systems. Museums sought to recover these costs
through licensing income.
Museums also used licensing to control use of images. They hoped to ensure that works in their collection
would be reproduced with a high degree of color delity to the original, with accurate associated information,
and in a manner that appropriately honored the artistic achievement of the underlying work. Their claim of
copyright over the photographs of works in the public domain provided tight control of image use.
The advent of electronic information and digital images has created opportunities for more ecient management of information and images in museums.

The web oers new ways to provide access to museum

collections and deliver educational value to real and virtual visitors. The costs of implementing and maintaining carefully planned technology is repaid by the mission-enhancing benets it can provide a museum.
Today, images can be delivered electronically, thereby eliminating reproduction and handling costs. Object information vetted by curators is increasingly centralized and readily available for multiple uses, including
rights and licensing transactions. Museums no longer control access to images of works in their collections;
images are captured by the cell phones and digital cameras of their visitors, scanned from books, and shared
on Google. The right to claim copyright over photographs of two-dimensional works has been struck down
in the United States's Second Circuit court. Scholars and publishers are protesting that the fees museums
charge to acquire images and the permission to reproduce them are causing a crisis in scholarly publishing.
In response to this changed landscape, a very few museums have taken the pioneering step of beginning
to oer images for scholarly publication without charging asset or permission fees.

At the time that the

Victoria & Albert Museum announced its decision to do so, V&A Director Mark Jones explained, "We want
to respond to the needs of the academic and education community by making collection images available
with greater convenience and minimum cost. High charges have acted as a barrier to spreading knowledge,
and we want to play a part in removing this.
Perhaps the time is right for other museums to consider changing their licensing policies.
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